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complete home energy solutions




Newcastle and the Hunter Valley’s most Trusted Solar Installer




GoSolar Newcastle understands that installing solar in your home is a long term investment. Our home energy management products are chosen for quality, reliability, intelligence, and their ability to meet your home energy needs now, and in the future.





Get a Free Quote

















integrated solar solutions




A Family Owned and Operated Business










Learn more













GoSolar Newcastle’s is a well established local family business offering Enphase Home Energy Management solutions, we aim to achieve full self sufficiency, or at least minimise energy costs to the home, with a secondary stage to monetise any excess energy production to reduce the return on investment period, and offer the homeowner an alternative income.









GoSolar Newcastle’s mission is to balance the coal fired grid from being a user only one way based system to a clean renewable source contributing to the green grid. We achieve this by choosing excellent products that provide superior performance and reliability, combined with the technical intelligence that empowers home energy management now and into the future.














solar energy products




A Formidable Range of Solar Products




Join GoSolar Newcastle in changing the grid balance from a user only base to becoming a contributor based grid using your home, and these products, as a tool.










Solar Panels




Jinko Tiger Neo Panels




In solar energy, where efficiency, performance, and reliability matter the most, the Jinko Tiger Neo stands as a testament to cutting-edge technology and unwavering quality. Designed to capture the sun’s energy in its purest form, the Jinko Tiger Neo is redefining the standards of solar panels and empowering homes and businesses to harness solar power like never before.






SMBB technology




Better light trapping and current collection to improve module power output and reliability.









25 Years Warranty




Jinko Tiger Neo solar panel warranty provides unprecedented savings, more economic security, and greater energy autonomy ensuring your panels perform exactly as expected for 25 years.











Learn more










Jinko Tiger Neo Solar Panels











Hyundai Solar Modules




These panels are ideal for homes seeking a visually pleasing solar panel and for roofs where space is tight, or where future system expansions are considered.






M6 PERC Shingled




M6 PERC Shingled Technology provides ultra-high efficiency with better performance in low irradiation. Maximises installation capacity in limited space.









25 Years Warranty




Hyundai are a global brand with powerful financial strength providing a reliable 25-year warranty.











Learn more










Hyundai Solar Module















Enphase IQ8AC Microinverter








solar Inverters




Enphase IQ7A & IQ8AC Microinverters.




Designed for the latest generation of high efficiency PV modules, our newest IQ8AC Microinverters are the industry’s first grid-forming microinverters with split-phase power conversion capability to convert DC power to AC power efficiently.




The brain of the semiconductor-based microinverter is our proprietary application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) which enables the microinverter to operate in grid-tied or off-grid modes. This chip is built in advanced 55nm technology with high-speed digital logic and has super-fast response times to changing loads and grid events, alleviating constraints on battery sizing for home energy systems.




Part of the Enphase Energy System, IQ8AC Microinverters integrate with the Enphase IQ Battery, Enphase IQ Gateway, and the Enphase App monitoring and analysis software.




IQ8AC Microinverters redefine reliability standards with more than one million cumulative hours of power-on testing, enabling an industry-leading limited warranty of 15 years, extendable up to 25 years.





Learn more

















solar hot water




Solar Hot Water – iStore 180L




The iStore is a thermal energy storage unit that stores your excess solar energy and transforms it into hot water for you to use when you need it.






Economical




The iStore boasts 4 intelligent operating modes adapting to all situations, including a hybrid mode for when additional guests are staying in your home and a vacation mode for when you are away on holidays.









Energy Savings




Heating water for the home accounts for up to 30 % of the total energy usage for the average Australian household. iStore can reduce Co2 emissions by 4 tonnes.











Learn more










iStore 180L Solar Hot Water Heater















Enphase My-Enlighten








home energy management




MyEnlighten – Total Energy Insight




MyEnlighten provides at-a-glance detail on your energy system production and home consumption, giving you total energy insight.






We Do the Maths




See reports of how much energy your home energy system is producing and consuming at any given time









Visualise Trends




Easily visualise trends in energy production or consumption.











Learn more

















solar batteries




Enphase IQ Battery 5P




An all-in-one, AC-coupled storage system, the IQ Battery 5P is the most powerful Enphase battery yet.




Easily integrating with the Enphase Energy System, the IQ Battery 5P can provide backup capability when installed with IQ System Controller 3/3G, and is supported by a 15-year limited warranty.




Its modular design means we can find the perfect size system to suit your needs.




	Stable lithium iron phosphate (LFP) chemistry for maximum safety and longevity
	Cools passively with no moving parts or fans
	Offers homeowners remote monitoring and control from the Enphase App
	Supports backup, self-consumption, and time of use (TOU) modes






Learn more










Enphase IQ Battery 5P















customer reviews




What our customers are saying

































Very professional and speedy installation. The new app for power consumption makes it easy to identify savings around the house. This is our second installation with GoSolar Newcastle and they are fantastic. Highly Recommended.

Michelle


















Had Solar with Micro Inverters installed last week. Quoting was a pleasant and fully explained process. Installation team were very professional. Monitoring system through the internet is excellent.

Bruce


















We had our solar panels installed by GoSolar and recently had a five-year service. I couldn’t be more complimentary. The service was excellent. The young guys courteous, obliging, giving us helpful information and expeditiously doing the service. I’m glad we dealt with GoSolar.

Brian


















From start to finish we found Go Solar to be totally professional. Wayne was very quick with quotes and there was no hard sell. Installation was as promised as well as the outcome. Panels, batteries and Enphase monitoring all working well. All up we thoroughly recommend Go Solar.

Michael


















We are very pleased we decided to upgrade when we did and highly recommend the Enphase system and Go Solar Newcastle. Thanks to Lindsay, Wayne and all the team at GoSolar.

Karen











Free Solar Solution Quote




Get Your Free Quote Now




Contact GoSolar Newcastle today to have one of our qualified and experienced people assess your energy needs, review your available rebates, and put together a solution that pays for itself over time.




Your free quote includes




A full site analysis




A review of your current and future energy needs




A return on investment plan












Reduce your power bills









Finance available
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Consent I want to stay informed about the latest news in Solar Energy.
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Newcastle, Maitland, and the Hunter Valley's most trusted solar installer. Contact us today for a free quote.
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Contact Us




+61 (02) 4954 9967




info@gosolarnewcastle.com.au




PO Box 116,
Newcastle NSW 2296
Australia
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